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Telstra's contract with NBN Co is set to expire within weeks has been greeted with a mixture of

dismay and concern. Telstra's involvement in the NBN – offering wholesale phone services to users
of the fibre-optic network as part of its contract with NBN Co – was seen by many as a positive move,

but has yet to enjoy a smooth ride. The impact of the Black Friday offer on shares in the operator
was noted by some investors, but they have since recovered (although the offer contributed to a
reprieve in Telstra's share price earlier this month, which initially declined with Apple's iPhone 6

release). But concerns remain about whether Telstra will make enough money out of the $45 billion
NBN rollout to justify its interest. A letter from Telstra to shareholders, which was seen by ZDNet,

suggests that this is the case. The letter, dated March 27, says the operator is "watching closely" the
progress of the NBN rollout, and "the impact this is having on Telstra's business", and has no

decision to "make regarding the renewal of the wholesale agreement." In case any rumours about
Telstra's exit from the NBN swell, the letter says "we also confirm that we have no plans to exit any
of these businesses and we are confident that they are in our long term interest. "We would expect
to complete a new wholesale agreement with NBN Co, having weighed up the various options of the

various payment schemes that are currently in play," it continues. It is the position of Telstra,
according to the letter, that customers who sign up for "fibre services and options" will pay more in

charges than those who don't, and says this decision may be "more favourably received by
consumers and ultimately more profitable for us". This is particularly the case, according to the

letter, if the government continues its scheme of "premium bundling", which makes the NBN faster
and more expensive, but who is paying for it is unclear. "Our view is that Telstra would take less risk

in selecting the technologies," the letter says. The move makes sense for Telstra, according to
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